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Topical Issues Looking Ahead.
The Editorial Review Committee has set the forward plan
for this publication. In upcoming issues we will solicit information from our readers and provide perspectives on issues
of concern to STEM education. We are educators and technical professionals representative of dozens of similarly composed networks that encourage and support programs and
coalitions working to increase underrepresented minorities
and women’s participation in the nations engineering and scientific workforce. We will also address the connection of advanced research, our global/economic leadership, health and
disease prevention, and entrepreneurship have to STEM education initiatives.
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Given the demographics in
our schools, the table on
page 2 sets the agenda for
preparing students for increasing the production of
STEM, BS degrees among
the growing share of Black
and Brown students.

We shall also continue to share and highlight the many small
efforts within school districts, community and industry partnerships, and by organizations that make positive contributions toward advancing minority participation in science and
engineering.
We also remain keenly interested in hearing from readers on
these associated science and engineering issues.
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Degrees Awarded by Gender 2013 – 2014, 320,000 totals

Solutions For a New Economy
The new economy being envisioned must
incorporate sustainable approaches to
the equitable management of technology.
We must all demand different approaches that lead to the solutions our society
and economy will require.
Our approaches to education must produce science and engineering practitioners who ore bonded to technology that
values humanity on par with efficiency.
Will we educate only those privileged by
circumstance or will we employ all who
have the curiosity to solve problems by
brainstorming solutions, testing and selecting among them, and then deploying
the outcomes?

Recruiting Native Americans for STEM Careers
AISES (American Indian Science and Engineering Society) helps Native American job applicants and employers
connect. The organization provides merit-based scholarships and internships to American Indian and Native American students who are studying in the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields. It also provides professional development programming at annual events to build these workers’ skills. While the disparity of
African Americans and women in the STEM pipeline gain the lion’s share of headlines and funding, Native Americans are the forgotten children numbering in tens of thousands of born into poverty on American Indian Reservations.
Only 67 percent of Native Americans graduate from high school. The national average is 80 percent. Only 26 percent of those Native Americans will enroll in college, with ten percent achieving a four-year degree.

Q : Is the H1B Visa program a help or hindrance for minorities and STEM?

Facts: Half of the annual H-1B visa approvals go to engineering and technology companies and to university students
studying engineering and science career fields where Blacks, Latinos, and
women are perpetually under represented. There were 236,000 applications by
the 2017 congressional deadline, but
the cap permitted only 85,000 admitted.

China and India—are the biggest source of
international students for many American
higher education institutions. At the STEM
department level international students
earning 57 percent of doctoral degrees in
engineering; 53 percent of doctoral degrees
in computer and information sciences; and
50 percent of doctorates in mathematics and
statistics.
In what ways does this help or hurt the need
to attract more of our Black and Brown students into engineering and science careers?

STEM DESERT IN POORER SCHOOLS
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One in four Georgia K12 students attend poor rural
schools
Students attending high-poverty schools tend to
have fewer science materials, fewer opportunities,
fewer teachers with science/math training and preparation, and less access to the most rigorous mathematics classes, like calculus and physics, than
students attending low-poverty schools, a new analysis points out.
That means that they're less likely to encounter real
-world problem-solving that characterizes advanced
work in those fields—as well as the most rigorous
content that serves as a benchmark for beginning
college majors or minors in those fields.
This suggests that school districts like Flint Michigan, Hancock County Georgia, San Perlita, Texas,
and in rural Mississippi with high minority populations are moving kids through the system to graduation without them ever having performed basic experiments physical chemistry and biology that relate
to their everyday environment. These students are
at severe risk of becoming underachievers throughout their secondary education and lack the skills
and abilities to function in a world requiring the
knowledge and practical experience with critical
thinking to solve problems.

US Dept. Education, National Assessment of 4th Grade

Cyber Security

T

he International Consortium of Minority Cybersecurity Professionals (ICMCP) announced their Third
Annual National Conference of minority cybersecurity
professionals. “The Diversity Game: Changing the Cybersecurity Workforce Landscape” will be held September
18-19, 2018 in Atlanta, Georgia at the Westin Buckhead
Atlanta. The International Consortium of Minority Cybersecurity Professionals (ICMCP) continues to elevate the
national dialogue on the very necessary strategic, tactical
and operational imperatives needed to attract and develop minority cybersecurity practitioners.
For more information on the National Conference please
visit, http://conference.icmcp.org

Future for Electric Cars
The solid-state batteries that are on the market today are
thin-film batteries, which, on account of their limited capacity, can only be used for micro-storage, for example to provide power for sensors. But as a result of innovations in
materials and architecture, solid-state batteries may soon
be used also for large storage systems, for example for
electric cars or the smart grid.

The focus of the industry has moved from lithium-ion batteries using liquid electrolytes to solid-state ones, which
address the need for safer and more powerful energy storage. Toyota Motor Corp. is working to commercialize the
technology in the early 2020s.
Energy usage and conservation remains an exciting career
field for minority scientists broadening technology applications.
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Our Teachers and STEM
Surprisingly, the most significant impediment to increasing the diversity
of the teacher workforce, is not difficulty in recruiting and hiring minority
teachers. Instead, the biggest hurdle
is attrition: Minority teachers are
leaving the profession at a higher
rate than other teachers due to the
working conditions in their schools,
no voice in decisions and lack autonomy in the classroom. Research tells
us:

Non Black teachers are less likely to
expect Black male students to be
capable of entering college and completing degree requirements
Black female teachers as a group,
are more optimistic that Black male
students will complete HS than
teachers of other racial groups.

Black male students with non-black
teacher above the 9th grade are less
likely to experience success in classes taught by those teachers
Black students taught by white teachers are less likely to be identified for
gifted programs than black students
taught by black teachers.

Each of the facts above suggest
change is long over due in the preparation of our corps of teachers to
adequately address the need to increase minority participation in
STEM.

Math is the Key for Success
The common denominator for entry into most STEM (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics) majors is the ability to successfully complete
high-level math courses. There is no getting around this requirement in order
to obtain degrees in majors like engineering, computer science and chemistry.
There may not be one magic bullet that will increase the diversity of students
in STEM majors, but placing a laser-like focus on academic achievement in
mathematics will help more students get past gatekeeper courses like calculus. Universities can design and/or expand summer bridge programs that
focus extensively on building competency in mathematics for students who
are interested in majoring in STEM fields but lack strong math backgrounds.
They can also dedicate funding streams to support summer school learning
opportunities for current students who need to catch up on math courses in
order to stay on track to graduate within four years.
An accelerated level of peer-to-peer tutoring opportunities and other wraparound support services would also be helpful. It will ultimately be up to students to take the initiative to utilize these services. Students must have the
will and desire to get over the roadblocks they will inevitably encounter in
these courses. They need a consistent support system to encourage them to
not get weaker but to dig deeper.
Many students doubt themselves and lack confidence in their ability to successfully complete higher level math classes. These feelings cause some to
give up on majors like engineering before they even begin. There should be
efforts to build academic swagger in them to help them overcome mental
barriers that they may have set for themselves.

Dr. Marcus Bright, Executive Director, Education for Better America

